**Sir,**

We would like to thank [@bib1]) for their interest in our work. We fully agree that addressing the possible link between childhood acute leukaemia (AL) and exposure to magnetic fields (MF) is a difficult task. In our article, we analysed the relationship between AL and close proximity to high-voltage overhead lines (HVOL), not exposure to MF. The methods, results, discussion and conclusions did not deviate from that objective. We did not use the distance from HVOL as a proxy of ELF-MF exposure, but as a marker of a subpopulation of French children who, on average, are expected to be exposed more often to higher levels of ELF-MF because they live close to HVOL.

[@bib1]) considered the coordinates based on photographic views as an accurate gold standard and contrasted them with the coordinates obtained by the main geocoding process, which they considered to be automatic and inaccurate. Actually, both geocoding processes are subject to uncertainties and inaccuracies. The coordinates based on photographs may also be inaccurate and may even overestimate the distance, for instance, by locating dwellings in the middle of the building instead of by the roadside. Moreover, the main geocoding was also completed manually, particularly for rural areas, and was not merely automatic. While the main geocoding was accessible for the entire sample, the photographic views were available for a subset of addresses, most often in urban areas, and unequally for the cases and controls. Overall, the sensitivity analyses did not call into question the conclusions of the main analyses and for that reason were not reported in the abstract.

[@bib1]) listed some differences between the main analyses and the sensitivity analyses, and mistakenly interpreted them as if the photographs yielded the true coordinates. We performed sensitivity analyses to assess the robustness of the results under different uncertainty scenarios, and therefore restricted the analyses to the addresses the most precisely located by the main geocoding process or to the addresses geocoded with a photographic view (Table 5). We also used other limits of distance (30, 40, 60 and 70 m) from the lines. All of the sensitivity analysis results supported the main results, sometimes smoothing and sometimes strengthening them. It is also to be noted that our study did not include any assessment of MF exposure that could be used to refute or confirm 'distance as an inappropriate MF exposure surrogate\'. [@bib1]) express their belief that 'personal exposure (is) the only one (MF exposure surrogate) relevant in terms of public health.\' This belief is debatable in the absence of any established causal link with MF. It is noteworthy that measurements of personal exposures are difficult to standardise and subject to selection and measurement errors, particularly in the context of case--control studies, in which the exposures are usually available for a limited timeframe, and for a selected and sometime small fraction of the study samples. This may weaken the relevance of those exposures in terms of public health.

The next stages of our study will include a case-by-case model-based assessment of exposure to ELF-MF. The assessment should enable further elucidation of the exposures or biases underlying our findings and the other environmental factors that may be associated or co-associated with power lines and/or ELF-MF exposure.
